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Thinking about entering the field of teaching? When you enter a teacher education program, be sure

to read THOSE WHO CAN, TEACH, 14th Edition. This book's state-of-the-art and reader-friendly

approach will help you make an informed decision about becoming a teacher while inspiring and

welcoming them to a rewarding, high-impact career. Using multiple sources, including biographies,

narratives, profiles, and interviews with top educators and scholars, the text shows you the realities

of teaching. Written by an acclaimed author team, the book's direct, conversational tone invites you

to reflect on the satisfactions and problems of teaching in the United States, and casts a teaching

career as a positive challenge.
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I got this for my "Intro into Education" class. This is okay as far as a textbook goes--of course, way

too high priced, but that is the way with any required text. I thought the authors did a fine job of

outlining all the basics of teaching, and found most of the material (especially the case studies) very

interesting and thought provoking. The book touched on many topics, including possible pitfalls,

legal rulings and court cases, standards, the history of education, job opportunities, professional

development, the role of the teacher, educational philosophies, etc. One feature that especially

interested me was the TechSource Video clips. I am interested in seeing how other educators

manage their classrooms, employ certain techniques, and help their students to succeed. The book

did not say how to view these clips at all (or I missed it if it did). Do I need to purchase an extra key

card or something to do this? You would think that for the price it would be included! Anyway, if



anyone knows where I need to go or what I need to do to watch these videos, please let me know!

Thanks!

An excellent book for prospective teachers. It really opens your eyes to what a teaching career

involves. I highly recommend this book to anyone considering teaching. It will quickly help you to

see whether it's a career you should actually pursue.

I ordered this because I needed it for one of the classes I was in . This arrived on time and was

covered in bubble wrap. There were no bends or rips in it so that was great ! I would say that it is

way too expensive but I guess you will have that with any school book you need .

There was some useful information in the book, but much of it was either difficult to understand or

hard to see its relevance. Also, the vocabulary words included in the book were given no definitions,

so the reader was left to decipher what they meant from the context clues (which weren't very

helpful). Overall, it's an okay book, but I can't say that I would use it again.

The class starts August 29

It's an excellent starter book for those people considering the teaching profession and a great

refresher for those who have been in the field for awhile.

The book came right on time! The book was like brand new. I really enjoyed this book.

Book was in great condition. I needed it for a class im in and ive had no problems!
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